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GRAPH EDGE CONTRACTION AND SUBDIVISIONS FOR
ADJACENCY POLYTOPES
TIANRAN CHEN AND EVGENIIA KORCHEVSKAIA
Abstract. Adjacency polytopes, a.k.a. symmetric edge polytopes, associated with undi-
rected graphs have been defined and studied in several seemingly independent areas including
number theory, discrete geometry, and dynamical systems. In particular, the authors are
motivated by the tropical intersections problem derived from the Kuramoto equations. Reg-
ular subdivisions of adjacency polytopes are instrumental in solving these problems. This
paper explores connections between the regular subdivisions of an adjacency polytope and
the contraction of the underlying graph along an edge. We construct a special regular sub-
division whose cells are in one-to-one correspondence with facets of an adjacency polytope
associated with an edge-contraction of the original graph. Moreover, this subdivision induces
a decomposition of the original graph into “cell subgraphs”. We explore the combinatorial,
graph-theoretic, and matroidal aspects of this connection.
1. Introduction
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(a) Graph G
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(b) G′ = G  {0, 4}
Figure 1. Edge con-
traction of a graph
For a connected graph G with nodes V(G) = {0, 1, . . . , n} and
edge set E(G), its adjacency polytope [3] (a.k.a. symmetric edge
polytope [14]) is the convex polytope ∇G = conv{ei − ej | {i, j} ∈
E(G)}. In the context of Kuramoto models [12], the geometric
structure of adjacency polytopes turned out to be instrumental in
understanding the root counting problem of algebraic Kuramoto
equations [4, 5, 12]. In the broader context, the adjacency polytope
of a graph is equivalent to the symmetric edge polytope which has
been studied by number theorists, combinatorialists, and discrete
geometers motivated by several seemingly independent problems
[7, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18]. These different viewpoints are consol-
idated in the recent work by D’Al`ı, Delucchi, and Micha lek [6],
which, among other contributions, shed new light on the struc-
ture of adjacency polytopes associated with graphs consisting of
two subgraphs sharing a single edge. In particular, using Gro¨bner
bases methods, the authors provided explicit formulae for the num-
ber of facets and the normalized volume of adjacency polytopes
associated with graphs formed by gluing together two connected
bipartite graphs, trees, or cycles. In this paper, we pursue this line of inquiry by considering
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the effect of a contraction of a graph along an edge on the corresponding adjacency poly-
tope. Of particular importance in the study of algebraic Kuramoto equations derived from
a graph G are the facets and regular subdivisions of the corresponding adjacency polytope
∇G. The set of facets of ∇G corresponds to the set of directed acyclic subgraphs of G which
satisfy certain minimal flow property [2]. Geometric structure of the facets played a key role
in computing the volume of the adjacency polytope for certain families of graphs [5, 6] as
well as determining the generic root count for algebraic Kuramoto equations [1, 3]. Equally
important, a nontrivial regular subdivision of ∇G gave rise to a toric deformation of the
underlying algebraic Kuramoto equations into a simpler system of equations whose solutions
can be identified with all the complex solutions to the original system [4]. In this paper,
we explore connections between the regular subdivision of ∇G and the facets of ∇Ge where
G  e is the contraction of G along an edge e ∈ E(G). See an example in Figure 1.
The main contribution of this paper is twofold. First, we construct a special regular sub-
division of ∇G whose cells are in one-to-one correspondence with facets of ∇Ge associated
with the graph G  e. We also show that if G consists of two subgraphs G1 and G2 sharing
exactly one edge e, then the cells in the special regular subdivision of ∇G are in one-to-
one correspondence with the products of facets of the adjacency polytopes ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
,
where G′1 = G1  e and G
′
2 = G2  e. Since this study is largely motivated by the tropical
intersections problem derived from the algebraic Kuramoto equations, the resulting subdivi-
sion of the polytope ∇G can be also conveniently viewed as a subdivision of the underlying
point configuration. Combined with the existing knowledge about facets of adjacency poly-
topes (symmetric edge polytopes) associated with trees, cycles, bipartite graphs, and wheel
graphs [6], this result enables us to study more complicated graphs formed by gluing these
basic building blocks along the edges. Second, we show that the resulting subdivision corre-
sponds to a decomposition of the original graph into a collection of “cell subgraphs”, and we
explore the combinatorial, graph-theoretic, and matroidal aspects of this correspondence.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews necessary definitions and notations.
Section 3 defines the special regular subdivision induced by an edge contraction and estab-
lishes the correspondence between cells in this subdivision and facets of smaller adjacency
polytopes. Section 4 explores the correspondence between cells in this subdivision and their
corresponding “cell subgraphs”. Section 5 provides a matroidal interpretation of the sym-
metry between cells and the cell subgraphs. In Section 6, we show a few concrete examples.
We conclude in Section 7.
2. Preliminaries and notations
Given a (undirected) simple graph G, V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and
edges respectively. We use the notation {a, b} for the (undirected) edge connecting vertices
a and b. With respect to an edge e = {a, b}, the contraction G  e of G along e is a simple
graph obtained by merging the vertices a and b in G, i.e., G  e = (V ′, E ′) with V ′ =
V(G)\{a, b}∪{a′} and E ′ = E(G)\{{a, b}}∪{{a′, v} | v 6= a, b, {a, v} or {b, v} is in E(G)}.
We also extend this notation to subgraphs of G. For a subgraph H of G and an edge
e ∈ E(G), we let H  e be the contraction as defined above if e ∈ E(H), and just let
H  e = H otherwise.
A convex polytope is the convex null of a finite set of points. Its dimension is the dimension
of the smallest affine space that contains it. A (nonempty) face of a convex polytope is a
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subset of the polytope on which a linear functional 〈 · , α 〉 is minimized. In this case, α
is an inner normal vector of the face. Faces are themselves polytopes, and proper faces
of the maximal dimension are called facets. In this paper, we only deal with (convex)
lattice polytopes, i.e., the convex polytopes whose vertices have integer coordinates. For
an n-dimensional lattice polytope P ⊂ Rn, its normalized volume, denoted by nvol(P ), is
n! vol(P ), which is always an integer.
For a connected graph G with nodes V(G) = {0, 1, . . . , n} and edge set E(G), its adjacency
polytope [3] (a.k.a. symmetric edge polytope [6, 14]) is the convex polytope
(1) ∇G = conv{ei − ej | {i, j} ∈ E(G)} ⊂ R
n,
where ei ∈ R
n is the vector with 1 in the i-th entry and zero elsewhere, and e0 = 0.
In the trivial case of n = 0, ∇G is simply {0}, and we adopt the convention that the only
facet of ∇G is ∅. For n > 0, ∇G is a full-dimensional polytope in R
n.
The set of facets of ∇G is denoted by F(∇G). Any facet of ∇G is an intersection of this
polytope with a supporting hyperplane, which is uniquely determined by an inner normal
vector [19]. Moreover, by construction, 0 is an interior point of ∇G, which allows the inner
normal vectors to be normalized to a certain form. We state this observation as a lemma for
later reference.
Lemma 1. For any graph G, a nonzero vector α defines a facet of ∇G if and only if there
are x1, . . . , xn ∈ ∇G such that x1, . . . , xn are linearly independent as vectors and
〈xi , α 〉 = −1 for any i = 1, . . . , n, and
〈x , α 〉 ≥ −1 for any x ∈ ∇G.
A (polyhedral) subdivision of a convex polytope P is a collection D of convex polytopes
contained in P and of the same dimension as P such that their union is P and the intersection
of any two is their (possibly empty) common face. Elements of a subdivisions are known as
cells. A point configuration is a finite collection of labeled points S ⊂ Rn [13]. A subdivision
of S is simply a subdivision of conv(S) whose cells are convex hulls of the subsets of S. For
such a cell C, we use the notations dim(C) := dim(conv(C)), vol(C) := vol(conv(C)) and
nvol(C) := nvol(conv(C)).
Regular subdivision is a particularly important class of subdivisions. For a point configu-
ration S, using weights assigned by a function ω : S → R, we define Sˆ = {(x, ω(x)) | x ∈ S}.
An inner normal vector αˆ ∈ Rn+1 of a face of conv(Sˆ) is said to be upward pointing if
〈 en+1 , αˆ 〉 > 0. A facet of conv(Sˆ) with an upward pointing inner normal vector is called a
lower facet. The projection of all lower facets of conv(Sˆ) form a subdivision of S, the regular
subdivision (a.k.a. coherent subdivision) of S induced by weight function ω [8, 13]. In this
case, a lower facet is defined by a vector α ∈ Rn, a value h ∈ R and a set C ⊂ S with
|C| ≥ n, dim(conv(C)) = n such that
(2)
〈x , α 〉+ ω(x) = h for all x ∈ C,
〈x , α 〉+ ω(x) > h for all x ∈ S \ C.
The construction of a special regular subdivision of an adjacency polytope induced by an
edge contraction of the underlying graph is the main focus of this paper.
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3. Regular subdivision induced by edge contraction
As noted in the definition of adjacency polytopes, we identify edges of a graph of n + 1
nodes with points in Rn via the map
(3) φ((i, j)) = ei − ej
and consider an undirected edge {i, j} ∈ E(G) as a pair of directed edges (i, j) and (j, i).
With this, the adjacency polytope of G is simply conv(φ(E(G))). In this section, we construct
a regular subdivision of ∇G induced by an edge contraction.
Definition 1. [Edge contraction subdivision] For an edge {k1, k2} ∈ E(G) to be contracted,
we define the lifting function ωk1,k2 : φ(E(G))→ Z given by
(4) ωk1,k2(ei − ej) =
{
0 if {i, j} = {k1, k2},
1 otherwise,
and the resulting lifted polytope
(5) ∇ˆG = conv{(ei − ej , ωk1,k2(ei − ej)) | {i, j} ∈ E(G)} ⊂ R
n+1.
The projections of the facets of the lower hull of ∇ˆG onto R
n × {0} form a subdivision of
∇G, the regular subdivision induced by ωk1,k2. This subdivision, denoted by Dk1,k2 will be
referred to as the edge contraction subdivision of ∇G induced by the edge contraction of G
along {k1, k2}.
Remark 1. In the following discussion, we will make frequent use of an observation that
can simplify our notation and calculation. Since the choice of reference node is arbitrary,
without loss of generality and after re-indexing the nodes, we can assume {0, k} is the shared
edge of G1 and G2 for some k 6= 0. This corresponds to a projection of the symmetric edge
polytope onto one of the coordinate planes.
Lemma 2. For a connected graph G and one of its edges, {k1, k2}, every cell in the edge
contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 must contain both ek1 − ek2 and ek2 − ek1.
Proof. As noted in Remark 1, without loss of generality, we can assume {k1, k2} = {0, k} for
some k 6= 0. In the follow, we consider the regular subdivision induced by ω = ω0,k and will
show that ±ek ∈ C for all C ∈ D.
Fix a cell C ∈ D, let Cˆ be the corresponding lower facet of ∇ˆG, let αˆ = (α, 1) =
(α1, . . . , αn, 1) be the upward pointing inner normal vector of Cˆ, and let h = min{〈 αˆ , xˆ 〉 |
xˆ ∈ ∇ˆG}.
Suppose ±ek 6∈ C, then there is a set of n + 1 affinely independent points of the form
ei − ej with {i, j} 6= {0, k} in C. By assumption, αˆ is orthogonal to the affine span of
this set. However, since ω(ei − ej) = 1 for {i, j} 6= {0, k}, the affine span of Cˆ must be
{(x, 1) | x ∈ Rn}, and consequently its normal vector αˆ must be (0, . . . , 0, 1). Then for any
ei − ej ∈ C,
〈 (ei − ej , ω(ei − ej)) , αˆ 〉 = 1 > 0 = 〈 (±ek, ω(±ek)) , αˆ 〉,
contradicting with the assumption that 〈 αˆ , · 〉 minimizes on Cˆ over ∇ˆG. We can conclude
then either ek or −ek must be in C.
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Now suppose ek ∈ C but −ek 6∈ C. then 〈−ek , α 〉 > 〈 ek , α 〉 which implies that
h = 〈 ek , α 〉 < 0. Since C is an n-dimensional cell, there is a set ∆ of n affinely independent
points in C of the form ei − ej with {i, j} 6= {0, k}, i.e., {ei − ej − ek | ei − ej ∈ ∆} is
a linearly independent set. Let A be the n × n matrix whose rows are points in ∆ as row
vectors, and let B = A − 1e⊤k , which is nonsignular. Recall that C is the projection of a
lower facet of ∇ˆG defined by the inner normal vector αˆ = (α, 1). Therefore,
〈 ei − ej , α 〉+ 1 = 〈 ek , α 〉 for each ei − ej ∈ ∆,
which is equivalent to
Bα = Aα− 1e⊤k α = −1.
We will show this contradicts with the assumption that h < 0.
Suppose A is singular, let x be a nonzero vector in its null space. Then e⊤k x 6= 0, since
Bx = Ax− 1e⊤k x cannot be zero. We can verify that α = x/e
⊤
k x, and thus
h = 〈 ek , α 〉 = e
⊤
k x/e
⊤
k x = 1,
which contradicts with the assumption that h < 0.
On the other hand, if A is nonsingular, then without loss of generality, it is possible to
re-index the nodes {0, 1, . . . , n} \ {0, k} so that for each i 6= 0, k, ±(ei − ej) ∈ ∆ implies
j > i. With this arrangement, A is upper triangular and its diagonal entries are ±1.
Therefore, A is unimodular. Consequently, A−1 exists and is an integer matrix. Recall that
Bα = Aα− 1e⊤kα = −1, and h = e
⊤
kα. This equation can be written as
Aα = (h− 1) 1, i.e. α = (h− 1)A−1 1,
which gives us the relation
h = e⊤k α = h(e
⊤
k A
−11)− e⊤k A
−11 = y h− y
if we let y = e⊤k A
−11. The above equation implies that y 6= 1. Moreover, since A−1 is an
integer matrix, y ∈ Z. Therefore,
h =
y
y − 1
≥ 0
contradicting with the assumption that h = e⊤kα < 0. That is, the assumption ek ∈ C but
ek 6∈ C leads to a contradiction. We can therefore conclude that ek ∈ C implies −ek ∈ C.
By the same argument, it can be shown that −ek ∈ C implies ek ∈ C. Hence, ±ek ∈ C. 
Corollary 1. Consider contraction of G along the edge {k1, k2}. Given a cell C ∈ D, let Cˆ
be the corresponding lower facet of ∇ˆG. If αˆ = (α, 1) = (α1, . . . , αn, 1) is an upward pointing
inner normal vector of Cˆ, then 〈 xˆ , αˆ 〉 = 0 for any xˆ ∈ Cˆ. In particular,
〈x , α 〉 =
{
0 if {i, j} = {k1, k2},
−1 otherwise,
and αk1 = αk2.
In the following, using the special edge contraction subdivision, we establish the link
between ∇G and ∇G{k1,k2}.
5
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(a) Graph G formed by two sub-
graphs sharing an edge
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(b) Graph G′ resulted from
edge contraction
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(c) Two subgraphs G′1 and
G′2 of G
′
Figure 2. Edge contraction on a graph
3.1. Two subgraphs sharing an edge. We first consider the case where the target graphG
consists of two sub-graphs sharing a single edge with the two corresponding nodes forming
a cut set. Figure 2a shows an example of such a graph. That is, there are two graphs
G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) such that V(G) = V1∪V2, E(G) = E1∪E2, and there is one
edge e = {k1, k2} ∈ E(G) such that V1 ∩ V2 = {k1, k2} and E1 ∩ E2 = {e}. The contraction
G′ = G  e, shown in Figure 2b, thus has a cut vertex, which allows us to consider the two
separate graphs (Figure 2c).
Theorem 1. For a connected graph G consisting of two subgraphs G1 and G2 sharing a
single edge e = {k1, k2}, let G
′
1 = G1  e and G
′
2 = G2  e. Then the cells in the edge
contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 of ∇G induced by the contraction of G along {k1, k2} are in
one-to-one correspondence with pairs in F(∇G′
1
)×F(∇G′
2
).
Proof. As before, using the observation provided in Remark 1, we can assume {0, k} is the
shared edge for some k 6= 0. In addition, we assume the index k is chosen so that i < k for
all i ∈ V(G1) and k < j for all j ∈ V(G2). That is, after renaming the nodes, we assume
nodes 1, 2, . . . , k − 1 are in G1, nodes k + 1, . . . , n are in G2, and nodes 0, k are in both. We
only need to consider the subdivision D0,k.
By definition, the adjacency polytopes ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
are full-dimensional polytopes in the
subspaces Rk−1 × {0n−k+1} and {0k} × R
n−k respectively. So their facets are of dimensions
k − 2 and n− k − 1 respectively.
By Lemma 2, any cell C must contain both ±ek, and therefore its upward pointing inner
normal vector γˆ = (γ, 1) ∈ Rn+1 that defines the lower facet Cˆ of ∇ˆG satisfies 〈±ek , γ 〉 = 0.
Thus Cˆ is contained in the hyperplane 〈 · , γˆ 〉 = 0, and
γ = (α, 0,β) for some α ∈ Rk−1 and β ∈ Rn−k.
Let C1 and C2 be the sets of projections of points in C in R
k−1×{0n−k+1} and {0k}×R
n−k
respectively. We will show the nonzero points in C1 and C2 define facets of ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
respectively. Since γ = (α, 0,β), the equation (2) which defines the lower facet Cˆ implies
〈 a , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉 = −1 for all 0 6= a ∈ C1,(6)
〈b , (0k,β) 〉 = −1 for all 0 6= b ∈ C2,(7)
〈 ei − ej , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉 ≥ −1 for all {i, j} ∈ E(G
′
1),
〈 ei − ej , (0k,β) 〉 ≥ −1 for all {i, j} ∈ E(G
′
2),
and there are at least n−1 equalities in total in this system (since the two equalities associated
with ±ek are removed). Moreover, since dim(conv(C)) = n, the corresponding points can
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be chosen to be linearly independent as vectors. Therefore, there are at least k−1 and n−k
equalities among (6) and (7) respectively. By Lemma 1, the vectors (α, 0n−k+1) and (0k,β)
must define facets in ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
respectively. That is, if we identify each cell with its
corresponding upward-pointing inner normal vector, then the map
γ 7→ (α,β) ∈ Rk−1 × Rn−k
sends each cell in D0,k to a pair of facets of ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
respectively.
We now simply have to show that this map has an inverse. Suppose F ′1 and F
′
2 are
two facets of ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
respectively. We will construct a corresponding cell in D0,k.
Let a1, . . . , am′
1
∈ φ(E(G′1)) and b1, . . . ,bm′2 ∈ φ(E(G
′
2)) be the points defining F
′
1 and F
′
2
respectively for some m′1 ≥ k − 1 and m
′
2 ≥ n − k. Then by Lemma 1, there are vectors
α ∈ Rk−1 and β ∈ Rn−k such that
〈 ai , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉 = −1 for all i = 1, . . . , m
′
1,
〈 ei − ej , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉 ≥ −1 for all {i, j} ∈ E(G
′
1),
〈bi , (0k,β) 〉 = −1 for all i = 1, . . . , m
′
2,
〈 ei − ej , (0k,β) 〉 ≥ −1 for all {i, j} ∈ E(G
′
2).
Define
γ = (α, 0,β) ∈ Rk−1+1+n−k = Rn.
We will verify that γˆ = (γ, 1) ∈ Rn+1 defines a lower facet of ∇ˆG. Let
C1 = {(ai, p, 0) | p ∈ {−1, 0, 1} , i = 1, . . . , m
′
1} ∩ φ0(E(G)),
C2 = {(0, p,bi) | p ∈ {−1, 0, 1} , i = 1, . . . , m
′
2} ∩ φ0(E(G)).
Then
〈 (ai, p, 0) , (α, 0,β) 〉+ 1 = 〈 ai , α 〉+ 1 = −1 + 1 = 0 for each (ai, p, 0) ∈ C1,
〈 (0, p,bi) , (α, 0,β) 〉+ 1 = 〈bi , β 〉+ 1 = −1 + 1 = 0 for each (0, p,bi) ∈ C2.
Moreover, 〈 (±ek, 0) , γˆ 〉 = 0. Let
C = C1 ∪ C2 ∪ {±ek},
then Cˆ is contained in the hyperplane defined by 〈 · , γˆ 〉 = 0. For points in φ(E(G))\{±ek},
direct computation confirms that
〈±(ei − ej) , γ 〉+ 1 = 〈±(ei − ej) , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉+ 1 ≥ 0 for any i, j < k,
〈±(ei − ej) , γ 〉+ 1 = 〈±(ei − ej) , (0k,β) 〉+ 1 ≥ 0 for any i, j > k,
〈±(ei − ek) , γ 〉+ 1 = 〈±ei , (α, 0n−k+1) 〉+ 1 ≥ 0 for any 0 < i < k,
〈±(ej − ek) , γ 〉+ 1 = 〈±ej , (0k,β) 〉+ 1 ≥ 0 for any j > k,
〈±(ej − e0) , γ 〉+ 1 = 〈±ej , (0k,β) 〉+ 1 ≥ 0 for any j > k.
Therefore, conv(C) is a projection of a lower face. By construction,
|C| = |C1|+ |C2|+ |{±ek}| ≥ (k − 1) + (n− k) + 2 = n + 1,
and these points have affinely indepedent projections in Rk−1 × {0}, {0k−1} × R× {0n−k},
or {0k} × R
n−k. So,
dim(conv(C)) ≥ k − 1 + 1 + n− k = n.
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Therefore, C must be a projection of a lower facet of ∇ˆG and hence a cell in D0,k. 
The theorem above establishes a bijection between cells in Dk1,k2 and pairs of faces in
F(∇G′
1
) and F(∇G′
2
). For later reference, this bijection will be denoted by qk1,k2 : Dk1,k2 →
F(∇G′
1
)× F(∇G′
2
) and given by
qk1,k2(C) = (F1, F2),
where F1 and F2 are simply the convex hull of the projections of C in the coordinate-subspaces
in which ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
are full-dimensional.
Remark 2. Note that qk1,k2 is only a bijection between the set of cells in Dk1,k2 and the set
F(∇G′
1
) × F(∇G′
2
). The points in C themselves may not be in one-to-one correspondence
with vertices in F1 and F2. In general, the projection that maps points in C to vertices of F1
and F2 may be not be one-to-one. This is a reflection of the fact that the edge-contraction
operation may map multiple edges to the same edge, since we only allow simple graphs (graphs
with no multiple edges and loops).
In certain applications (e.g., the root counting problem for algebraic Kuramoto equations),
simplicial cells are of great importance as they form the minimum building blocks of ∇G. We
shall show such simplicial cells corresponds to simplicial facets of the adjacency polytopes
derived from the graph contraction.
Theorem 2. Suppose G is a graph consisting of two subgraphs G1 and G2 sharing a single
edge e = {k1, k2}, with G
′
1 = G1  e and G
′
2 = G2  e. Let C be a cell in the edge contraction
subdivision Dk1,k2 with qk1,k2(C) = (F1, F2) for some facets F1 and F2 of ∇G′1 and ∇G′2
respectively. If C is simplicial, then F1 and F2 are both simplicial.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we still adopt the convention that {0, k} is the shared
edge, and i ≤ k for all i ∈ V(G1) and k ≤ j for all j ∈ V(G2) \ {0}. With this convention,
∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
are embedded in Rk−1 × {0n−k+1} and {0k} × R
n−k respectively.
Let C ∈ D0,k be a simplicial cell, and let (F1, F2) = q0,k(C), then F1 and F2, being facets
of ∇G′
1
and ∇G′
2
, are of dimensions k − 2 and n − k − 1 respectively. Suppose either F1 or
F2 is not simplicial, then the combined total number of vertices is at least
(k − 2 + 1) + (n− k − 1 + 1) + 1 = n.
Since these points are nonzero projections of points in C, so C contains convex independent
set of n points x1, . . . ,xn ∈ φ(E(G)) with nonzero projections in R
k−1×{0n−k+1} or {0k}×
R
n−k}. In addition, C contains two points ±ek, which are in the fiber over 0 with respect
to either projection, and thus ±ek 6∈ conv{x1, . . . ,xn}. Therefore, C contain at least n + 2
points, and none of them is a interior point. This contradicts with the assumption that C is
simplicial. Therefore, we can conclude that if C is simplicial, then F1 and F2 must also be
simplicial. 
3.2. Edge contraction in a single graph. We now apply the results from Section 3.1 to
the edge contraction in a single graph G. Namely, we view G as a union of two graphs,
G1 = G and G2 = ({k1, k2}, {{k1, k2}}). Then Theorems 1 and 2 imply the following
corollaries.
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Corollary 2. Let e = {k1, k2} be an edge of a connected graph G, and let G
′ = G e. Then
the cells in the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 of ∇G induced by the contraction of G
along the edge e are in one-to-one correspondence with the facets of ∇G′.
Corollary 3. Let e = {k1, k2} be an edge of a connected graph G. Let G
′ = G  e. Suppose
C is a cell in the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 with qk1,k2(C) = (F,∅) for some facet
F of ∇G′. If C is simplicial, then F is simplicial.
4. Properties of cells and cell subgraphs
Throughout this section, we fix G to be a connected graph, and let Dk1,k2 be the edge
contraction subdivision induced by the edge contraction of G along the edge {k1, k2} ∈ E(G).
Since the polytope ∇G is derived from the graph G, cells and hence the subsets of cells in
the subdivision Dk1,k2 are naturally associated with the subgraphs of G. This connection
provides a great insight into the combinatorial structure of the subdivision Dk1,k2 , which is
the main focus of this section.
Definition 2. For a nonempty subset X of {ei − ej | {i, j} ∈ E(G)}, we define the cor-
responding directed and undirected subgraphs ~GX and GX to be the graphs with the edge
sets
E( ~GX) = { (i, j) | ei − ej ∈ X}, and
E(GX) = { {i, j} | ei − ej ∈ X or ej − ei ∈ X},
respectively. In addition, if C is a cell in Dk1,k2 , ~GC and GC are called directed cell
subgraph and undirected cell subgraph, respectively.
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(a) Directed cell subgraph as-
sociated with a cell in the edge
contraction subdivision for the
graph in Figure 2a.
01
2 3 4
6
5
(b) The undirected cell sub-
graph corresponding to the
above directed cell subgraph.
Figure 3. Cell subgraphs
Figure 3a shows an example of directed cell subgraph as-
sociated with a cell in the edge contraction subdivision D0,3
for the graph shown in Figure 2a induced by the contrac-
tion G 7→ G  {{0, 3}}. Figure 3b shows the corresponding
undirected cell subgraph. In the following, we explore the
properties of such cell subgraphs.
Cycle spaces [9] associated with undirected cell subgraphs
play an important role in our understanding of the combi-
natorial structure of cells. Recall that the cycle space of a
graph G is a vector space spanned by all cycles in G over
the field Z2. The dimension of this space, known as cyclo-
matic number (a.k.a. circuit rank), can be computed as the
minimum number of edges one needs to remove to produce
a spanning forest. With respect to a spanning tree T of
G, an edge not contained in T is associated with a cycle,
the unique cycle formed by adding this edge to T . This cy-
cle is known as the fundamental cycle associated with this
edge. A distinguished class of cycles, which we shall call
“balanced cycles”, will be the key concept in our discussion
in this section.
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Definition 3. A cycle O in an undirected graph G is said to be balanced with respect to
the edge contraction G 7→ G  {k1, k2} if E(O) \ {{k1, k2}} contains an even number edges.
A subgraph of G is balanced with respect to a edge contraction if all cycle in this subgraph
are balanced with respect to this edge contraction. The balanced circuit rank of a G is
the maximum cyclomatic number (circuit rank) of its balanced subgraphs with respect to
this edge contraction.
Equivalently, a cycle O of G is balanced with respect to the edge contraction G 7→ G 
{k1, k2} if and only if O
′ = O{k1, k2} is a bipartite graph. In this case, O
′ will be a balanced
bipartite graph. When the edge contraction in question is clear from context, we may simply
say a cycle or subgraph is balanced without explicit reference of the edge contraction.
Theorem 3. Let C be a cell in the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2, then the corresponding
cell subgraphs GC and ~GC have the following properties.
(i) ~GC contains exactly one directed cycle, which is k1 ↔ k2.
(ii) V(GC) = V( ~GC) = V(G).
(iii) E( ~GC) is closed under the map
ψ((i, j)) =
{
(σ(i), σ(j)) if (σ(i), σ(j)) ∈ E(G)
(i, j) otherwise,
where σ is the transposition of the vertices given by k1 7→ k2 and k2 7→ k1.
(iv) GC is balanced.
(v) GC has a cycle basis with at most one odd cycle.
Proof. Let Fˆ be a facet of the lifted polytope ∇ˆG corresponding to a cell C, and let αˆ =
(α, 1) = (α1, . . . , αn, 1) be an inner normal vector of Fˆ .
(i) By Lemma 2, ~GC contains a cycle k1 ↔ k2. Suppose ~GC contains different directed
cycle i1 ↔ i2 ↔ · · · im ↔ im+1 with im+1 = i1, then by Corollary 1,
0 =
〈 (
eir − eir+1, ωk1,k2(eir − eir+1)
)
, αˆ
〉
, for each r = 1, 2, . . . , m.
Summing up these m equations, we obtain
0 =
〈(
0,
m∑
r=1
ωk1,k2(eir − eir+1)
)
, αˆ
〉
=
m∑
r=1
ωk1,k2(eir − eir+1).
This is a contradiction, since the sum of weights
∑m
r=1 ωk1,k2(eir − eir+1) is strictly positive.
Therefore, there can be no directed cycle other than k1 ↔ k2.
(ii) It follows from the Definition 2 that V(GC) = V( ~GC) and V( ~GC) ⊆ V(G). Suppose
m ∈ V(G) and m 6∈ V( ~GC). Then Fˆ has no vertex of the form (±(ei − em), ωk1,k2(ei − em))
for any i, Consequently, all points in C have 0 as m-th coordinate. C is therefore contained
in the coordinate subspace orthogonal to em and hence at most (n − 1)-dimensional. This
contradicts with the assumption that C is full dimensional.
(iii) Suppose there is a vertex i such that {i, k1} and {i, k2} are both in E(G). Without
loss of generality, we assume that ~GC contains a directed edge (i, k1). Then (ei − ek1) ∈ C
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and
0 = 〈 (ei − ek1 , ωk1,k2(ei − ek1)) , αˆ 〉
= 〈 ei , α 〉 − αk1 + ωk1,k2(ei − ek1)
= 〈 ei , α 〉 − αk2 + ωk1,k2(ei − ek2)
= 〈 (ei − ek2 , ωk1,k2(ei − ek2)) , αˆ 〉 ,
since αk1 = αk2 (Corollary 1). Hence, (ei − ek2) ∈ C and ~GC also contains the directed edge
(i, k2).
(iv) Suppose GC contains a cycle of length m containing edges i1 ↔ i2 ↔ · · · ↔ im+1 with
im+1 = i1. Let X be the largest subset of C for which GX is this cycle, i.e., X either contain
both ±(ek1 − ek2) or neither of them.
We first consider the case when ±(ek1 − ek2) 6∈ X . In this case,
(8) X =
{
λr(eir − eir+1) | r = 1, . . . , m, ei1 = eim+1 , λr ∈ {−1, 1}
}
,
where λ1, . . . , λm ∈ {±1} indicate the directions of the edges in ~GX (with λr = +1 if
(ir, ir+1) ∈ E( ~GX) and λr = −1 if (ir+1, ir) ∈ E( ~GX)). Corollary 1 implies that
(9) −
〈
eir − eir+1 , α
〉
= λr for r = 1, . . . , m.
Summing up these m equation, we obtain
(10) 0 =
m∑
r=1
λr.
This implies that m is even, and hence, GX is a balanced cycle.
We shall now consider the case when ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ X . Without loss of generality, we let
i1 = k1 and im = k2. Recall that by Lemma 2, a cell contains both ±(ek1 − ek2). Thus
X =
{
λr(eir − eir+1) | r = 1, . . . , m− 1,
}
∪ {±(ek1 − ek2)} ,(11)
where λ1, . . . , λm ∈ {±1}, again, indicate the directions of the edges in ~GX . As in the
previous case, by Corollary 1,
−
〈
eir − eir+1 , α
〉
= λr, for r = 1, . . . , m− 1,(12) 〈
ei1 − eim−1 , α
〉
= 〈 ek1 − ek2 , α 〉 = 0.
Summing up these m equations, we obtain
(13) 0 =
m−1∑
k=r
λr,
which implies that m− 1 must be even and hence m itself must be odd. Recall that in this
case, it is assumed that k1 ↔ k2 is in GX , therefore GX is balanced.
(v) We construct a suitable fundamental cycle basis of GC by taking a spanning tree of
GC that does not contain the edge {k1, k2}. Then using part (iv), we can see that such basis
will contain at most one odd cycle, which is the fundamental cycle associated with the edge
{k1, k2}.

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Remark 3. The above proof explains the motivation behind the definition of balanced cycles.
If X is the largest subset of a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2 for which GX represents a balanced cycle, then
|E( ~GX)| is even and equations (9) and (13) imply that E( ~GX) consists of two disjoint subsets
of equal size having opposite orientations in the cycle. The directed graph ~GX is “balanced”
in this sense. The undirected graph GX is balanced in the sense that it is derived from a
“balanced” directed graph ~GX .
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(a) A graph G created from
gluing two odd cycles along
three common edges.
0
12
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(b) A different embedding of
G shows it can also be consid-
ered as the result of gluing an
even and an odd cycle along
two edges.
Figure 4. Sizes of cycles
in cycle basis.
In general, the sizes of the chordless cycles in a cycle basis of
a graph are not uniquely defined. Theorem 3 part (v) will be
used frequently in the following discussion to eliminate certain
ambiguities in cycle sizes. It states that for an undirected cell
subgraph, there is always a choice of cycle basis that contains at
most one odd cycle and the rest are even cycles. For example,
the graph in Figure 4a appears to be formed by gluing two
odd cycles (a 5-cycle and a 7-cycle) along 3 common edges.
With a different embedding of the same graph in the plane,
it becomes apparent that it can also be formed by gluing an
even and an odd cycle along 2 common edges. That is, it has
a cycle basis that contains at most one odd cycle. Theorem 3
part (v) ensures that this is always possible for undirected cell
subgraphs.
We now turn our attention to the combinatorial properties
of cells and their subsets. Recall that for a point configura-
tion X = {x1, . . . ,xm}, its dimension, denoted dimX , is the
dimension of smallest affine space that contains it. It is said
to be affinely dependent if there are real coefficients λ1, . . . , λm
with λ1 + · · · + λm = 0 such that
∑m
i=1 λixi = 0. Otherwise,
it is affinely independent. X is simplicial if |X| = dimX + 1,
and X is a circuit if it is affinely dependent yet any of its
proper subset is affinely independent. The corank of X is the
number |X| − dimX − 1. If X has corank one, the coefficients
λ1, . . . , λm in its affine dependence relation
∑m
i=1 λixi = 0 have
a well defined sign pattern. That is, σ+ = |{λi | λi > 0}|, σ
− = |{λi | λi < 0}|, and
σ0 = |{λi | λi = 0}| are uniquely defined, up to a permutation of σ
+ and σ−, and the tuple
(σ+, σ−, σ0) is the signature of X .
In the following, we establish the connections between the combinatorial properties of a
cell or a subset of a cell and the graph-theoretic properties of the corresponding subgraphs.
This list of properties is reminiscent of a morphism between matroids. This interpretation
will be explored in Section 5.
Theorem 4. Let X be a nonempty subset of a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2 such that X either contains
both ±(ek1 − ek2) or none of them, then
(i) X is affinely independent if and only if GX is a forest.
(ii) X is a circuit if and only if GX is a chordless cycle.
(iii) dim(X) = |V(GX)|+ |E(GX)∩{k1, k2}|−m− 1 where m is the number of connected
components in GX .
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(iv) corank(X) equals the cyclomatic number of GX .
Proof. (i) First, we show that if GX is not a forest (GX contains a cycle), then X is
affinely dependent. Since this cycle is also a subgraph of GC , by Theorem 3 (iv), it must be
a balanced cycle. Let X ′ be the largest subset of X for which GX is this balanced cycle. It
is sufficient to show that X ′ ⊂ X is dependent. We consider two cases.
In the cases where ±(ek1 − ek2) 6∈ X
′, m = |X ′| is even and it is the size of the cycle GX′ .
The cycle thus consist of edges i1 ↔ · · · ↔ im ↔ i1 for some ij ∈ {0, . . . , n}. As noted in
(8), X ′ can be expressed as{
λr(eir − eir+1) | r = 1, . . . , m, ei1 = eim+1 , λr ∈ {−1, 1}
}
,
where λr’s indicates the orientations of the edges in ~GX′ such that
∑m
r=1 λr = 0. We can see
that
(14)
m∑
r=1
λrλr(eir − eir+1) =
m∑
r=1
(eir − eir+1) = 0.
Therefore X ′ and hence X itself are affinely dependent.
In the cases where ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ X
′, GX′ consists of edges i1 ↔ · · · ↔ im ↔ i1 with
i1 = k1 and im+1 = k2. Then X
′ can be expressed as{
λr(eir − eir+1) | r = 1, . . . , m− 1, λr ∈ {−1, 1}
}
∪ {±(ek1 − ek2)}
(See (11).) As in previous case,
∑m−1
k=1 λr = 0. We can verify that
m∑
r=1
λrλr(eir − eir+1) +
(
−
1
2
)
(ek1 − ek2) +
1
2
(−ek1 + ek2) = 0.(15)
Therefore, X ′ and hence X are also dependent in this case.
Conversely, suppose that GX is a forest, we want to show X is affinely independent. It is
sufficient to consider the case where GX is connected, i.e., GX is a tree. If ±(ek1 −ek2) 6∈ X ,
then by Theorem 3 (i), ~GX is a directed acyclic graph. Through topological ordering, we can
re-index the nodes so that (i, j) ∈ E( ~GX) implies i < j (or j = 0). In this case, the matrix
whose columns are (ei − ej , 1) for ei − ej ∈ X is lower triangular with ±1 on the diagonal
and therefore has rank |X|. Hence, dim(X) = |X| − 1, and X is affinely independent.
On the other hand, if ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ X , we can re-index the nodes so that k1 = 0, k2 = 1,
and (i, j) ∈ E( ~GX) implies i < j (or j = 0). In this case, the matrix whose columns are
(ei−ej −e1) for ei−ej ∈ X \ {e1} is upper triangular with diagonal entries ±1 or −2. This
matrix therefore has rank |X| − 1. Hence, dim(X) = |X| − 1, and X is affinely independent.
(ii) We now establish the equivalence between X being a circuit and GX being a chordless
cycle. For one direction, suppose X is a circuit, then X is dependent by definition. By part
(i), GX contains a cycle and the corresponding subset of points in X is dependent. However,
the circuit X , being a minimal affinely dependent set, must be exactly this set. Therefore
GX is exactly this cycle.
Conversely, if X is not a circuit, then either X is affinely independent or X contains a
proper affinely dependent subset X ′. According to part (i), GX is either a forest or it contains
a strictly smaller cycle, and thus GX is not a chordless cycle.
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(iii) To compute dim(X), it is sufficient to take a maximal affinely independent subset
X ′. Furthermore, we can assume ±(ek1 − ek2) are contained in X
′ if they are contained in
X . By part (i), GX′ is a spanning forest of GX . Therefore
dim(X) = dim(X ′) =
{
|V (GX′)| −m if ± (ek1 − ek2) ∈ X
′
|V (GX′)| −m− 1 otherwise
which produces the desired equality.
(iv) We choose a spanning forestGX′ ofGX which contains the edge {k1, k2} if±(ek1 , ek2) ∈
X . This produces the maximally independent subset X ′ ⊆ X . Thus, dimX ′ = dimX . Let
µ be the cyclomatic number of GX . If ±(ek1 , ek2) 6∈ X , then
µ = |E(GX)| − |E(GX′)|
= |X| − |X ′|
= |X| − (dimX ′ + 1)
= corank(X).
Similarly, if ±(ek1 , ek2) ∈ X , then
µ = |E(GX)| − |E(GX′)| = (|X|+ 1)− (|X
′|+ 1) = corank(X).

Remark 4. To highlight the necessity of the restriction in Theorem 4 that the subset of a
cell in question must contain both ±(ek1 − ek2) or none of them , we consider a subset X of
a cell that include exactly one of the points ±(ek1 − ek2) for which GX is a chordless cycle.
We can verify that X is affinely independent, in contrast with the result in Theorem 4 part
(i).
For a corank-1 subset X of a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2 which satisfies the condition that X contains
either both ±(ek1 − ek2) or none of them, the graph GX contains a unique chordless cycle.
By Theorem 3 (iv), this cycle must be balanced in the sense that the set of corresponding
directed edges is partitioned into equal halves having opposite orientations (Remark 3). From
this observation, we can derive signature of such corank-1 subset.
Corollary 4. Let X be a corank-1 subset of C ∈ Dk1,k2 such that X contains either both
±(ek1 − ek2) or none of them, let m be the circumference of GX , then the signature of X is(
⌈m
2
⌉, ⌈m
2
⌉, |X| − 2⌈m
2
⌉
)
.
Proof. By Theorem 4 (iv), X contains a unique chordless cycle, which is balanced. Let
X ′ ⊆ X be the maximum subset for which GX′ is this cycle, then X
′ is a circuit, by
Theorem 4 (ii). As shown in (14) and (15), exactly half of coefficients of affine dependence
for X ′ are positive, while another half are negative. Moreover, and the points ±(ek1 − ek2),
if present, have coefficients with opposite signs. Therefore, the signature of the circuit X ′ is(
|X′|
2
, |X
′|
2
, 0
)
. The signature of X is thus
(
|X′|
2
, |X
′|
2
, |X \X ′|
)
. Let m be the circumference
of GX , then
m = |E(GX′)| =
{
|X ′|, ±(ek1 − ek2) 6∈ X
′
|X ′| − 1, ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ X
′.
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Thus |X
′|
2
=
⌈
m
2
⌉
, and the desired result follows immediately. 
Remark 5. It is worth interpreting the above result from the viewpoint of Radon’s Theorem
[17], which states that a circuit X ⊂ Rn can always be partitioned into two disjoint sets X+
and X− whose convex hulls have a nonempty intersection. The observation above shows that
if ±(ek1 − ek2) are both contained in a circuit X in a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2, then the two points are
separated by Radon’s partition.
Theorem 4 lays out properties of subsets of a cell. Viewing a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2 as a subset of
itself, which according to Lemma 2 satisfies the condition that ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ C, we derive
the properties of a cell C.
Corollary 5. Let C ∈ Dk1,k2 then
(i) C is simplicial if and only GC is a spanning tree.
(ii) C is dependent if and only if GC contains a balanced cycle.
(iii) C is a circuit if and only if GC is a chordless cycle.
(iv) The corank of C equals the cyclomatic number of GC.
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(a) A balanced subgraph con-
taining two cycles of the
graph in Figure 2a
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(b) The cell subgraph of a
corank-2 cell.
Figure 5. Maximum corank.
Combining part (iv) of the above corollary and Theo-
rem 3 (iv), we can conclude that the corank of a cell is
bounded by the maximum cyclomatic number of any bal-
anced subgraph of G, which we call balanced circuit rank
(Definition 3). The graph G shown in Figure 2a, for ex-
ample, has a balanced subgraph with cyclomatic number
2. See Figure 5a. In fact, it is the maximum cyclomatic
number any balanced subgraph of G can have. Therefore,
we expect the maximum corank of cells in D0,3 to be no
more than 2.
Interestingly, this upper bound on corank is also at-
tainable. Figure 5b shows the directed cell subgraph as-
sociated with a cell in D0,3(G) derived from the running
example in Figure 2a. This cell, containing 9 points in
R
6, is of corank 2, which matches the maximum possible
corank. In the following, we show that this maximum
possible corank, given by the balanced circuit rank of the
graph, is always attainable.
Theorem 5. The maximum corank of cells in Dk1,k2(G) is the balanced circuit rank of G.
Proof. Let µ be the balanced circuit rank of G (Definition 3). Then by Theorem 3 (iv), for
any cell C, GC is a balanced subgraph of G. Hence, GC has a cyclomatic number at most
µ, and by Theorem 4 (iv), corank(C) ≤ µ.
For the converse, we assume that there exists a balanced subgraph GS of G with a cy-
clomatic number strictly greater than µ. We want to show that there exists a cell C with
corank(C) > µ. Let T be a spanning tree of G containing the edge {k1, k2}. We will con-
struct a subset X of the vertices of ∇G such that GX = T , and points of X form a basis of
a cell in Dk1,k2.
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Taking k1 to be the root, for any i ∈ V(G)\{k1, k2}, the spanning tree T contains a unique
path k1 ↔ i1 ↔ · · · ↔ ir−1 ↔ ir = i of length r. Thus the map
ρ(i) =
{
(−1)r−1 (eir − eir−1) if i1 = k2,
(−1)r (eir − eir−1) otherwise
gives rise to a well-defined function ρ : V(G) \ {k1, k2} → ∇G. With this, we define
X = {ρ(i) | i ∈ V(G) \ {k1, k2}} ∪ {±(ek1 − ek2}.
That is, along the the unique path in T between k1 and any node i except k2, X contains
the points representing directed edges along this path with alternating orientations. By this
construction, GX = T , |X| = n + 1, and X form a simplex in ∇G. Therefore there is a
unique vector α ∈ Rn such that
〈x , α 〉+ 1 = 0 for each x ∈ X \ {±(ek1 − ek2)}, and(16)
〈x , α 〉+ 0 = 0 for x = ±(ek1 − ek2).
In other words, each point in X satisfies the equation 〈 • , α 〉+ ωk1,k2(•) = 0.
We can see for any x ∈ X \ {±(ek1 − ek2)},
〈−x , α 〉+ 1 = −〈x , α 〉+ 1 = 2 > 0.
Therefore points in −X satisfy the inequality 〈 • , α 〉+ ωk1,k2(•) ≥ 0.
For any point ei−ei′ not in X or −X , the corresponding edge {i, i
′} is not in T . But T is
a spanning tree, so i and i′ are connected through a unique path i = i1 ↔ · · · ↔ im = i
′ that
is contained in T . By construction, GX = T , thus there are λ1, . . . , λm ∈ {±1}, representing
the orientation of the directed edges, such that λj(eij − eij+1) ∈ X for j = 1, . . . , m − 1.
Moreover, λ1, . . . , λm carry alternating signs, except for those associated with ±(ek1 − ek2).
We can verify that if {k1, k2} is on this path, then
ei1 − eim = λ1λ1(ei1 − ei2) + · · ·+
1
2
(ek1 − ek2)+
(
−
1
2
)
(−ek1 + ek2) + · · ·+
λm−1λm−1(eim−1 − eim).
Otherwise, we have
ei1 − eim = λ1λ1(ei1 − ei2) + · · ·+ λm−1λm−1(eim−1 − eim).
In either case, by linearity and (16),
〈 ei − ei′ , α 〉 = 〈 ei1 − eim , α 〉 = −
∑
j∈Ji,i′
λj,
where Ji,i′ are the indices j ∈ {1, . . . , m} for which {ij , ij+1} 6= {k1, k2}. By assumption,
λ1, . . . , λm carry alternating sign pattern, thus the above sum must be in {−1, 0,+1}. Con-
sequently,
(17) 〈 ei − ei′ , α 〉+ 1 ≥ 0.
We can thus conclude that every vertex of∇G outside±X also satisfy the inequality 〈 • , α 〉+
ωk1,k2(•) ≥ 0. In other words, the equation 〈 • , α 〉 + ωk1,k2(•) = 0 defines a supporting
hyperplane for ∇ˆG, and hence there is a unique cell C ∈ Dk1,k2 that contains X . We shall
now show that this cell has corank strictly greater than µ.
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We fix an edge {i, i′} ∈ E(GS) that belongs to a cycle in GS. Without loss of generality,
we assume that this cycle is a fundamental cycle formed by {i, i′} with respect to T , i.e.,
it is formed by {i, i′} together with a unique path i = i1 ↔ · · · ↔ im = i
′ in T . Let
λ1, . . . , λm ∈ {±1} be the coefficients representing orientations as described above. Since GS
is assumed to be balanced, this cycle must be balanced. That is, either this cycle is an odd
cycle which contains {k1, k2} or it is an even cycle which does not contain {k1, k2}. Thus
Ji,i′ = {j ∈ {1, . . . , m} | {ij, ij+1} 6= {k1, k2} contains an odd number of indices. Following
from (4),
〈 ei − ei′ , α 〉 = −
∑
j∈Ji,i′
λj = ±1.
Then either
〈 ei − ei′ , α 〉+ 1 = 0 or 〈 ei′ − ei , α 〉+ 1 = 0.
Consequently, exactly one point in {±(ei − ei′)} is in the cell C but not in X .
Since the cyclomatic number of GS is strictly greater than µ, there are strictly more
than µ choices of {i, i′} ∈ E(GS) \ E(T ). Therefore |C \ X| > µ. Recall that X itself is
full-dimensional, thus corank(C) > µ. 
Applying the above theorem to trees and even cycles, which have no balanced cycles,
and odd cycles, which have balanced circuit rank of 1, the following results can be derived
immediately.
Proposition 1. Let G be a tree graph and e = {k1, k2} be an edge in G. Then any cell C
in the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 is simplicial.
Proposition 2. Let G be a cycle graph with an even number of vertices, let and e = {k1, k2}
be an edge in G. Then the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 is a triangulation.
Proposition 3. Let G be a cycle graph with an odd number of vertices, let and e = {k1, k2}
be an edge in G. Then every cell C in the edge contraction subdivision Dk1,k2 is a circuit.
We now procede to the volume computation problem. As noted earlier, the normalized
volume of∇G is an important property that has found applications in the study of Kuramoto
networks. Since Dk1,k2 form a subdivision of the polytope ∇G, the normalized volume of ∇G
can be computed as the sum of the normalized volume of the cells in this subdivision. While
the problem of computing the normalized volume of an arbitrary cell may be difficult, we
shall show, in the following, that the normalized volume of cells of small coranks can be
computed directly.
Theorem 6. Let Dk1,k2 be an edge contraction subdivision (as in Definition 1), and let
C ∈ Dk1,k2 be a cell.
(i) If C is of corank-0, then
nvol(C) = 2.
(ii) If C is of corank 1, then
nvol(C) = m
where m is the circumference of GC.
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(iii) If C is of corank 2, and hence GC contains two chordless cycles of size m1 and m2
respectively with at least one of them even, then
nvol(C) =
m1m2
2
− 2γδ,
where γ and δ are the numbers of directed edges shared by the two chordless cycles in
the two directions respectively.
Proof. (i) To simplify the notation, we can assume k1 = 0 and k2 = n. Suppose C is
simplicial, then by Corollary 3, C is associated to a simplicial facet F ′ of the polytope
∇G′ , where G
′ = G  {0, n}. That is, F ′ = conv{a1, . . . , an−1} for some a1, . . . , an−1 ∈
φ(E(G′)) ⊂ Rn−1. Moreover, the projection of vertices in C into Rn−1 are exactly the points
0, a1, . . . , an−1. Therefore,
nvol(C) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
det


a⊤1 1
...
...
a⊤n−1 1
2e⊤n


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
= 2
∣∣∣∣∣∣det

 a
⊤
1
...
a⊤n−1


∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
which is precisely 2 · nvolk−1(F
′). As shown in [2, 5], a simplicial facet of an adjacency
polytope has normalized volume 1, which produces the desired equality.
(ii) Suppose C is of corank 1, by Theorem 4 parts (ii) and (iv), there is a unique circuit
X ⊆ C which contains either both ±(ek1 − ek2) or none them and which corresponds to
a unique chordless cycle GX in GC . Let m be the size of this cycle which will also be the
circumference of GC . Let C
+ be the subset of C contributing to the σ+ in the signature of
C, then as stated in Corollary 4, C+ ⊂ X and |C+| = ⌈m
2
⌉. We consider the triangulation
[8, Proposition 1.2] of C given by
D = {C \ {c} | c ∈ C+ },
which contains ⌈m
2
⌉ elements that will be referred to as subcells.
If ±(ek1 − ek2) 6∈ X then m is even and every C
′ ∈ D must contain ±(ek1 − ek2). By the
previous part, nvol(C ′) = 2. Thus
nvol(C) =
∑
C′∈D
nvol(C ′) =
⌈m
2
⌉
· 2 =
m
2
· 2 = m.
On the other hand, if ±(ek1 − ek2) ∈ X , then m is odd, and by Corollary 4, only one of
the points ±(ek1 − ek2) is in C
+. Without loss of generality, we can assume ek1 − ek2 ∈ C
+
In this case,
D = {C \ {c} | c ∈ C+ \ {ek1 − ek2} } ∪ {C \ {ek1 − ek2} }.
As in the above case, nvol(C \ {c}) = 2 for c 6= ek1 − ek2 by the previous part. On the other
hand, nvol(C \ {ek1 − ek2}) = 1. Therefore
nvol(C) =
∑
c∈C+\{ek1−ek2}
nvol(C \ {c}) + nvol(C \ {ek1 − ek2}) =
m− 1
2
· 2 + 1 = m
(iii) Suppose C is of corank 2, then by Theorem 4 (iv) and Theorem 3 (v), GC contains
two chordless cycles at least one of which is even. Let C1 and C2 be the maximum subsets
of C representing the edges in these two cycles, and let m1 = |E(GC1)| and m2 = |E(GC2)|
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with ±(ek1 − ek2) 6∈ C2 and m2 being even. We will construct a regular subdivision for C
itself. Fixing any point a ∈ C2 \ C1, We consider the lifting function ωC,a : C → Z given by
ωC,a(c) =
{
1 if c = a,
0 otherwise,
which induces a proper subdivision of the cell C itself. Cells in this subdivision, which
correspond to lower facets of conv{(c, ωC,a) | c ∈ C}, will be referred to as the subcells of C.
Since C is of corank 2, proper subcells of C are either of corank 1 or 0. We shall enumerate
all the subcells in this subdivision.
For convenience, a point b is referred to as being positively oriented if it represents an
edge which has the same orientation as a in some common (undirected) cycle of GC that
contains both. We first investigate all possible corank-1 subcells C ′ of C, which must be of
the form C ′ = C \ {b} for some b ∈ C. Let (α, h) ∈ Rn+1 be the unique vector such that C ′
consists of all points c ∈ C for which 〈 c , α 〉+ωC,a(c) = h. That is, 〈 • , (α, 1) 〉 = h defines
the supporting hyperplane for the lower facet of conv{(c, ωC,a(c)) | c ∈ C} whose projection
is C ′.
We will first show it is necessary that b ∈ C2 \C1. If b 6∈ C1 ∪C2, then GC′ contains two
chordless cycles, and by Theorem 4 (iv), C1∪C2 and consequently C
′ are of corank-2, which
contradicts to our assumption. If, on the other hand, b ∈ C1, then we can express b as an
affine combination
b = λ1c1 + · · ·+ λm1c|C1|−1,
where
∑
i λi = 1 and {c1, . . . , c|C1|−1} = C1 \ {b} ⊂ C
′. Then
〈b , α 〉 = λ1 〈 c1 , α 〉+ · · ·+ λ|C1|−1
〈
c|C1|−1 , α
〉
= (λ1 + · · ·+ λ|C1|−1) h = h,
which implies that b ∈ C ′ and contradicts with our assumption that C ′ = C \{b}. The only
possibility left is b ∈ C2 \ C1.
We will now show that, under this assumption, C ′ = C \ {b} is a corank-1 subcell of
C if and only if b is positively oriented. This is equivalent to the statement that (b, 0) is
the only point in conv{(c, ωC,a(c) | c ∈ C} that is strictly above the supporting hyperplane
defined by 〈 • , (α, 1) 〉 = h if and only if b is positively oriented. First, we note that GC′
is a connected spanning subgraph of G, and ~GC′ contains both directed edges (k1, k2) and
(k2, k1). Thus, we can conclude that h = 〈±(ek1 − ek2) , α 〉 must be zero. That is, for all
c ∈ C ′,
〈 c , α 〉 =
{
−1 if c = a,
0 otherwise.
Since C ′ contains C2\{b}, and GC2 is an even cycle, there are λb, λ1, λ2, . . . , λm2−1 ∈ {−1, 1}
which sum to exactly 0 such that
−λbb = λ1c1 + λ2c2 + · · ·+ λm2−1cm2−1,
where c1, c2, . . . , cm2−1 represent the rest of the edges on the cycle GC2 . The choices of
{λi}
m2−1
i=1 are unique up to a uniform change of signs. Without loss of generality, we can
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choose λi = 1 if ci = a in the case b 6= a. Then
〈b , α 〉+ ωC,a(b) = −λb
m2−1∑
i=1
λi〈 ci , α 〉+ ωC,a(b) =
{
λb if b 6= a,
1 if b = a.
Consequently, the condition 〈 (b, ωC,a(b) , (α, 1) 〉 > 0 is equivalent to the condition that
either b = a or λb > 0. These two cases can be combined into the condition that b is
positively oriented (including the case b = a). Therefore C ′ = C \ {b} is a corank-1 subcell
of C in the regular subdivision induced by ωC,a if and only if b ∈ C2 \ C1 is positively
oriented.
The number of choices for b that satisfy this description is m2
2
− γ, where γ is the number
of positively oriented points in C1∩C2. By the previous part, the normalized volume of each
subcell is m1. The contribution of corank-1 subcells to nvol(C) is therefore
(18) m1
(m2
2
− γ
)
.
It is also possible to have corank-0 subcells in the regular subdivision induced by ωC,a.
Suppose there is a corank-0 subcell T . We can see that a must be in T since any subset of
C \ {a} must be contained in a corank-1 subcell described above. As in the previous case,
we still let (α, h) ∈ Rn+1 be the unique vector such that T consists of all points c ∈ C such
that 〈 c , α 〉+ ωC,a = h. In particular, (α, h) satisfies equations
〈 c , α 〉 =
{
h− 1 if c = a,
h otherwise,
for all c ∈ T . By definition, dimT = n and |T | = n + 1 = |C| − 2. In particular, there are
distinct b1,b2 ∈ C such that T = C \ {b1,b2}. Moreover, T must be affinely independent,
so T cannot contain dependent sets C1 or C2. Consequently, C1 \ T, C2 \ T 6= ∅. Without
loss of generality, assume b1 ∈ C1 \ T and b2 ∈ C2 \ T . We will show that it is necessary
that b1 ∈ C1 \ C2 and b2 ∈ C1 ∩ C2.
First, suppose b1,b2 ∈ C1∩C2, then T contains ±(ek1−ek2), and GT still contains a cycle.
By Theorem 4 (i), T must be affinely dependent, which contradicts with our assumption.
Now suppose b1 ∈ C1 and b2 ∈ C2 \ C1, then
b1 =
{
λ1c1 + · · ·λm1cm1 if {±(ek1 − ek2)} ⊂ C1,
λ2c2 + · · ·λm1cm1 otherwise,
where λk’s sum to 1, and ck’s represent the edges in GC1\{b1}. Then, in both cases,
〈b1 , α 〉 = h.
Thus b1 ∈ T by definition, which also contradict with our assumptions. We can see that
the only possibilities left are those with b1 ∈ C1 \ C2 and b2 ∈ C1 ∩ C2. In particular, this
implies that there would be no corank-0 subcells if C1 ∩ C2 = ∅.
We shall now show that under this assumption (b1 ∈ C1 \ C2 and b2 ∈ C1 ∩ C2), T =
C \ {b1,b2} is a subcell of corank 0 if and only both points are positively oriented. First,
note that GT contains no cycles, so by Theorem 4 (i), T is affinely independent. Moreover,
|T | = |C| − 2 = n+ 1, thus T is full-dimensional. Since both edges represented by a and b2
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are contained in the chordless cycle GC2 , we can express b2 as an affine combination of the
form
b2 = λa+ λ2c2 + · · ·λm2−1cm2−1,
where λ + λ2 + · · · + λm2−1 = 1 and a, c2, . . . , cm2−1 represent the rest of the edges of the
cycle GC2 . Then, as in the case above,
〈b2 , α 〉 = λ〈 a , α 〉+ λ2〈 c2 , α 〉+ · · ·+ λm2−1〈 cm2−1 , α 〉
= λ(h− 1) + λ2 · h + · · ·+ λm2−1 · h
= (λ+ λ2 + · · ·+ λm2−1) · h− λ
= h− λ,
which is strictly greater than h if and only if λ < 0. This condition is equivalent to the
condition that b2 is positively oriented.
Since the cycles GC1 and GC2 share at least one edge represented by b2, we can see that
edges represented by b1 and a are also contained in a common cycle. By the same argument,
we can also conclude that 〈b1 , α 〉+ ωC,a(b1) > h if and only b1 is positively oriented.
That is, both (b1, 0) and (b2, 0) will lie above the hyperplane defined by 〈 • , (α, 1) 〉 = h,
if and only if both b1 and b2 are positively oriented. Under this condition, T = C \ {b1,b2}
is a corank-0 subcell of C induced by the lifting ωC,a.
In terms of their contributions to the normalized volume of C, corank-0 subcells, if exist,
come in two different types.
The first type of corank-0 subcells are subcells T = C \ {b1,b2} with positively oriented
b1 ∈ C1 \ C2 and b2 ∈ C1 ∩ C2 for which ±(ek1 − ek2) 6⊂ T . As shown above, nvol(T ) = 1.
Since either ±(ek1 − ek2) are not in C2, it is necessary to choose b1 ∈ {±(ek1 − ek2)} and
the choice is unique if {±(ek1 − ek2)} ⊂ C1. Under this assumption, the number of distinct
choices of b2 is γ, the number of positively oriented points in C1 ∩ C2. Therefore, the total
number of corank-0 subcells of this type is{
γ if {±(ek1 − ek2)} ⊂ C1,
0 otherwise.
The second type of corank-0 subcells are of the form T = C \ {b1,b2} with positively
oriented b1 ∈ C1 \C2 and b2 ∈ C1 ∩C2 for which ±(ek1 − ek2) ⊂ T . By the first part of this
theorem, nvol(T ) = 2. The number of distinct choices for b2 is γ. Point b1 must be chosen
from the set of positively oriented points in C1 \C2 \ {±(ek1 − ek2)}. So the total number of
such combinations is given by

(⌈
m1+m2−2(γ+δ)
2
⌉
−
⌈
m2
2
⌉
+ γ − 1
)
· γ if {±(ek1 − ek2)} ⊂ C1(⌈
m1+m2−2(γ+δ)
2
⌉
−
⌈
m2
2
⌉
+ γ
)
· γ otherwise.
If {±(ek1 − ek2)} ⊂ C1, then by Theorem 3 (iv), m1 is odd, and
nvol(C) = m1
(m2
2
− γ
)
+ 1 · γ + 2 ·
(⌈
m1 +m2 − 2(γ + δ)
2
⌉
−
⌈m2
2
⌉
+ γ − 1
)
· γ
=
m1m2
2
− 2γδ.
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Similarly, if {±(ek1 − ek2)} 6⊂ C1, m1 is even, and
nvol(C) = m1
(m2
2
− γ
)
+ 2 ·
(⌈
m1 +m2 − 2(γ + δ)
2
⌉
−
⌈m2
2
⌉
+ γ
)
· γ
=
m1m2
2
− 2γδ.

5. The matroid point of view
Theorem 4 highlights the connection between subsets of cells in Dk1,k2 and subgraphs of
G. Through this connection, independent subsets correspond to forests, dependent subsets
correspond to cyclic graphs, and circuit correspond to chordless cycles. A precise character-
ization emerges from the point of view of matroid theory.
Recall that a matroid consists of a finite ground set, together with a family of its subsets,
known as independent sets that satisfies the conditions
(1) ∅ is an independent set;
(2) a subset of a independent set is independent;
(3) for two independent sets A and B with |A| < |B|, A ∪ {b} is independent for some
b ∈ B.
Subsets of the ground set that are not independent are called dependent sets. A maximally
independent set is known as a basis while a minimally dependent set is known as a circuit.
Two matroid structures appear naturally in this context, and theorem 4 shows that they are
essentially the mirror images of one another.
Fixing a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2, consider the ground set,
PC = {{c} | c 6= ±(ek1 − ek2)} ∪ {{±(ek1 − ek2}}.
Based on this ground set, we define the matroid with the family of independent sets consiting
of any set X ⊂ PC for which
⋃
x∈X x is affinely independent, including the empty set.
On the other hand, building on the ground set EC = E(GC), we can also construct a
matroid where the independent elements are subsets of edges, including the empty set, that
does not contain a cycle. In this setup, a basis is a spanning tree, and a circuit is a chordless
cycle.
Theorem 4 shows the parallel nature of these two matroid structures in the context of this
paper, and it can be interpreted as follows.
Proposition 4. Fixing a cell C ∈ Dk1,k2(G), let PC and EC be the two matroid structures
defined above. Then the function f : 2PC → 2EC given by f(X) = GX has the properties that
(i) f(X) is a basis if and only if X is a basis;
(ii) f(X) is a circuit if and only if X is a circuit;
(iii) f(X) is dependent if and only X is dependent;
(iv) rank(f(X)) = rank(X);
6. Examples
In this section, we show a few examples of edge contraction subdivisions for adjacency
polytopes. For ease of visualization, we show directed cell subgraphs whose edges are in
one-to-one correspondence with points of cells.
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01 3
2
Figure 6. C4 is a cy-
cle of 4 nodes
6.1. A 4-cycle. Figure 6 shows a cycle of 4 nodes C4. Fixing {0, 3}
to be the contraction edge, the induced edge contraction subdivision
D0,3(C4) contains 6 cells which are in one-to-one correspondence
with the 6 facets of the adjacency polytope for C3 = C4  {0, 3}
(cf. [2, Figure 2]). Since the only cycle in C4 is of length 4, and it
contains the contraction edge {0, 3}, the balanced circuit rank of
C4 with respect to this edge contraction is therefore 0. Theorem 5
states that all cells in D0,3(C4) are simplicial. By Theorem 6, the
volume of each simplicial cell is 2, thus
nvol(∇C4) = 2 · 6 = 12,
which agrees with the general volume formula [5] for adjacency polytopes derived from cycles.
0
1 3
2
0
1 3
2
0
1 3
2
0
1 3
2
0
1 3
2
0
1 3
2
Figure 7. Directed cell subgraphs associated with the 6 cells in the subdivi-
sion D0,3(C4), all of which are simplicial.
0
1 4
2 3
Figure 8. C5is a cy-
cle of 5 nodes.
6.2. A 5-cycle. In the cycle C5 consisting of 5 nodes shown in
Figure 8, we consider the graph contraction with respect to the
contraction edge {0, 4}. Since the only cycle in C5 is an odd cycle,
and it contains the contraction edge, it is the unique balanced cycle.
Therefore, the balanced circuit rank of C5 is 1, and by Theorem 5,
we expect the maximum corank of cells to be 1. Indeed, as shown in
Figure 9, all 6 cells are of corank 1 (i.e., each cell subgraph contains
a unique undirected cycle). Theorem 6 states that each of these
corank-1 cells has normalized volume of 5 — the circumference of
the cycle. Therefore,
nvol(∇C5) = 5 · 6 = 30,
which also agrees with the volume formula [5] for adjacency polytopes of cycles.
0
1 4
2 3
0
1 4
2 3
0
1 4
2 3
0
1 4
2 3
0
1 4
2 3
0
1 4
2 3
Figure 9. Directed cell subgraphs associated with cells in D0,1(C5).
7. Conclusion
Adjacency polytopes, a.k.a. symmetric edge polytopes, are convex polytopes associated
with connected simple graphs that have found important applications in several seemingly
independent fields. The set of facets and regular subdivisions of an adjacency polytope
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are particularly important in certain applications (e.g. the study of algebraic Kuramoto
equations). Recent works established explicit descriptions of the facets and subdivisions of
many families of graphs including trees, cycles, wheels, and bipartite graphs [4, 5, 6]. The
general description for facets and subdivision for arbitrary connected graphs remains an
important open problem.
In this paper, we took one step toward a recursive approach for understanding the geomet-
ric structure of adjacency polytopes associated with large and complex graphs by considering
the effect of an edge-contraction of a graph on the subdivisions of the corresponding adja-
cency polytope. In particular, we showed that an edge-contraction on a graph G naturally
induces a special regular subdivision of ∇G whose cells are in one-to-one correspondence with
facets or product of facets of the adjacency polytope(s) associated with the smaller resulting
graph(s). On a cell level, we studied corank, volume, and affine dependence of individual
cells as well as the symmetry between combinatorial properties of a cell and graph-theoretic
properties of its corresponding cell subgraph. This symmetry is captured by the correspon-
dence between two matroids. We also established the maximum complexity of the cells in
such edge contraction subdivision, measured in terms of their coranks, to be the balanced
circuit rank of the original graph. Combined with the existing understanding of the facet
structures for adjacency polytopes associated with trees, cycles, wheels, bipartite graphs,
etc., these results may shed new light on the regular subdivisions for more complicated
families of graphs.
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